ABB PVI-3.0-TL-OUTD-S
This is a 3kW, single-phase, PV grid-tie inverter system. Energy generated from the sun is fed directly into
the house/building's internal electrical grid during the day. This system can be paired with up to 32 similar
ABB grid-tie inverter systems, increasing the solar power output capacity. This system can also be
connected to the ABB power management unit, to regulate the solar power output of the inverter and to
stop excess solar power from feeding back into the national grid.
System features:








Single-phase, 3kW AC output
Estimated daily energy production of 14.5kWh (electrical energy units)
Requires 20m2 of roof space
Inverter can be mounted outside (IP65)
2 independent MPPT trackers
Built-in DC disconnect switch
3.2kW PV solar array

Kit components:









ABB PVI-3.0-TL-OUTD-S inverter
Jinko Solar JKM320PP-72 solar modules
Tile roof panel mounting kit
AC and DC cables
PV connectors
AC Circuit breaker
DC string fuse protection
Earthing and lightning protection

System calculations are based on a tiled roof, with panels mounted in a north facing direction and
following the slope of the roof, using the average sun-hours in South Africa. Minimal changes are made
to the existing distribution board. For a quote specific to your needs, please feel free to contact Power
Plant Electrical Technologies.

ABB PVI-3.6-TL-OUTD-S
This is a 3.6kW, single-phase, PV grid-tie inverter system. Energy generated from the sun is fed directly
into the house/building's internal electrical grid during the day. This system can be paired with up to 32
similar ABB grid-tie inverter systems, increasing the solar power output capacity. This system can also be
connected to the ABB power management unit, to regulate the solar power output of the inverter and to
stop excess solar power from feeding back into the national grid.
System features:








Single-phase, 3.6kW AC output
Estimated daily energy production of 17.5kWh (electrical energy units)
Requires 24m2 of roof space
Inverter can be mounted outside (IP65)
2 independent MPPT trackers
Built-in DC disconnect switch
3.8kW PV solar array

Kit components:









ABB PVI-3.6-TL-OUTD-S inverter
Jinko Solar JKM320PP-72 solar modules
Tile roof panel mounting kit
AC and DC cables
PV connectors
AC Circuit breaker
DC string fuse protection
Earthing and lightning protection

System calculations are based on a tiled roof, with panels mounted in a north facing direction and
following the slope of the roof, using the average sun-hours in South Africa. Minimal changes are made
to the existing distribution board.

ABB PVI-4.2-TL-OUTD-S
This is a 4.2kW, single-phase, PV grid-tie inverter system. Energy generated from the sun is fed directly
into the house/building's internal electrical grid during the day. This system can be paired with up to 32
similar ABB grid-tie inverter systems, increasing the solar power output capacity. This system can also be
connected to the ABB power management unit, to regulate the solar power output of the inverter and to
stop excess solar power from feeding back into the national grid.
System features:








Single-phase, 4.2kW AC output
Estimated daily energy production of 20.4kWh (electrical energy units)
Requires 28m2 of roof space
Inverter can be mounted outside (IP65)
2 independent MPPT trackers
Built-in DC disconnect switch
4.4kW PV solar array

Kit components:









ABB PVI-4.2-TL-OUTD-S inverter
Jinko Solar JKM320PP-72 solar modules
Tile roof panel mounting kit
AC and DC cables
PV connectors
AC Circuit breaker
DC string fuse protection
Earthing and lightning protection

System calculations are based on a tiled roof, with panels mounted in a north facing direction and
following the slope of the roof, using the average sun-hours in South Africa. Minimal changes are made
to the existing distribution board.

ABB PVI-5000-TL-OUTD-S
This is a 5kW, single-phase, PV grid-tie inverter system. Energy generated from the sun is fed directly into
the house/building's internal electrical grid during the day. This system can be paired with up to 32 similar
ABB grid-tie inverter systems, increasing the solar power output capacity. This system can also be
connected to the ABB power management unit, to regulate the solar power output of the inverter and to
stop excess solar power from feeding back into the national grid.
System features:








Single-phase, 5kW AC output
Estimated daily energy production of 23.3kWh (electrical energy units)
Requires 32m2 of roof space
Inverter can be mounted outside (IP65)
2 independent MPPT trackers
Built-in DC disconnect switch
5.1kW PV solar array

Kit components:









ABB PVI-5000-TL-OUTD-S inverter
Jinko Solar JKM320PP-72 solar modules
Tile roof panel mounting kit
AC and DC cables
PV connectors
AC Circuit breaker
DC string fuse protection
Earthing and lightning protection

System calculations are based on a tiled roof, with panels mounted in a north facing direction and
following the slope of the roof, using the average sun-hours in South Africa. Minimal changes are made
to the existing distribution board.

ABB PVI-6000-TL-OUTD-S
This is a 6kW, single-phase, PV grid-tie inverter system. Energy generated from the sun is fed directly into
the house/building's internal electrical grid during the day. This system can be paired with up to 32 similar
ABB grid-tie inverter systems, increasing the solar power output capacity. This system can also be
connected to the ABB power management unit, to regulate the solar power output of the inverter and to
stop excess solar power from feeding back into the national grid.
System features:








Single-phase, 6kW AC output
Estimated daily energy production of 27.6kWh (electrical energy units)
Requires 38m2 of roof space
Inverter can be mounted outside (IP65)
2 independent MPPT trackers
Built-in DC disconnect switch
6.1kW PV solar array

Kit components:









ABB PVI-6000-TL-OUTD-S inverter
Jinko Solar JKM320PP-72 solar modules
Tile roof panel mounting kit
AC and DC cables
PV connectors
AC Circuit breaker
DC string fuse protection
Earthing and lightning protection

System calculations are based on a tiled roof, with panels mounted in a north facing direction and
following the slope of the roof, using the average sun-hours in South Africa. Minimal changes are made
to the existing distribution board.

ABB TRIO-5.8-TL-OUTD-S
This is a 5.8kW, three-phase, PV grid-tie inverter system. Energy generated from the sun is fed directly
into the house/building's internal electrical grid during the day. This system can be paired with up to 32
similar ABB grid-tie inverter systems, increasing the solar power output capacity. This system can also be
connected to the ABB power management unit, to regulate the solar power output of the inverter and to
stop excess solar power from feeding back into the national grid.
System features:








Three-phase, 5.8kW AC output
Estimated daily energy production of 26.2kWh (electrical energy units)
Requires 36m2 of roof space
Inverter can be mounted outside (IP65)
Single MPPT tracker
Built-in DC disconnect switch
5.8kW PV solar array

Kit components:









ABB TRIO-5.8-TL-OUTD-S inverter
Jinko Solar JKM320PP-72 solar modules
Tile roof panel mounting kit
AC and DC cables
PV connectors
AC Circuit breaker
DC string fuse protection
Earthing and lightning protection

System calculations are based on a tiled roof, with panels mounted in a north facing direction and
following the slope of the roof, using the average sun-hours in South Africa. Minimal changes are made
to the existing distribution board.

ABB TRIO-8.5-TL-OUTD-S
This is an 8.5kW, three-phase, PV grid-tie inverter system. Energy generated from the sun is fed directly
into the house/building's internal electrical grid during the day. This system can be paired with up to 32
similar ABB grid-tie inverter systems, increasing the solar power output capacity. This system can also be
connected to the ABB power management unit, to regulate the solar power output of the inverter and to
stop excess solar power from feeding back into the national grid.
System features:








Three-phase, 8.5kW AC output
Estimated daily energy production of 39.3kWh (electrical energy units)
Requires 54m2 of roof space
Inverter can be mounted outside (IP65)
2 independent MPPT trackers
Built-in DC disconnect switch
8.6kW PV solar array

Kit components:









ABB TRIO-8.5-TL-OUTD-S inverter
Jinko Solar JKM320PP-72 solar modules
Tile roof panel mounting kit
AC and DC cables
PV connectors
AC Circuit breaker
DC string fuse protection
Earthing and lightning protection

System calculations are based on a tiled roof, with panels mounted in a north facing direction and
following the slope of the roof, using the average sun-hours in South Africa. Minimal changes are made
to the existing distribution board.

ABB PVI-10.0-TL-OUTD-FS
This is a 10kW, three-phase, PV grid-tie inverter system. Energy generated from the sun is fed directly into
the house/building's internal electrical grid during the day. This system can be paired with up to 32 similar
ABB grid-tie inverter systems, increasing the solar power output capacity. This system can also be
connected to the ABB power management unit, to regulate the solar power output of the inverter and to
stop excess solar power from feeding back into the national grid.
System features:









Three-phase, 10kW AC output
Estimated daily energy production of 46.5kWh (electrical energy units)
Requires 64m2 of roof space
Inverter can be mounted outside (IP65)
2 independent MPPT trackers
Built-in DC disconnect switch
Built-in PV string fuse protection
10.2kW PV solar array

Kit components:








ABB PVI-10.0-TL-OUTD-FS inverter
Jinko Solar JKM320PP-72 solar modules
Tile roof panel mounting kit
AC and DC cables
PV connectors
AC Circuit breaker
Earthing and lightning protection

System calculations are based on a tiled roof, with panels mounted in a north facing direction and
following the slope of the roof, using the average sun-hours in South Africa. Minimal changes are made
to the existing distribution board.

ABB PVI-12.5-TL-OUTD-FS
This is a 12.5kW, three-phase, PV grid-tie inverter system. Energy generated from the sun is fed directly
into the house/building's internal electrical grid during the day. This system can be paired with up to 32
similar ABB grid-tie inverter systems, increasing the solar power output capacity. This system can also be
connected to the ABB power management unit, to regulate the solar power output of the inverter and to
stop excess solar power from feeding back into the national grid.
System features:









Three-phase, 12.5kW AC output
Estimated daily energy production of 56.7kWh (electrical energy units)
Requires 78m2 of roof space
Inverter can be mounted outside (IP65)
2 independent MPPT trackers
Built-in DC disconnect switch
Built-in PV string fuse protection
12.5kW PV solar array

Kit components:








ABB PVI-12.5-TL-OUTD-FS inverter
Jinko Solar JKM320PP-72 solar modules
Tile roof panel mounting kit
AC and DC cables
PV connectors
AC Circuit breaker
Earthing and lightning protection

System calculations are based on a tiled roof, with panels mounted in a north facing direction and
following the slope of the roof, using the average sun-hours in South Africa. Minimal changes are made
to the existing distribution board.

ABB TRIO-20.0-TL-OUTD-S2X-400
This is a 20kW, three-phase, PV grid-tie inverter system. Energy generated from the sun is fed directly into
the house/building's internal electrical grid during the day. This system can be paired with up to 32 similar
ABB grid-tie inverter systems, increasing the solar power output capacity. This system can also be
connected to the ABB power management unit, to regulate the solar power output of the inverter and to
stop excess solar power from feeding back into the national grid.
System features:










Three-phase, 20kW AC output
Estimated daily energy production of 93.1kWh (electrical energy units)
Requires 128m2 of roof space
Inverter can be mounted outside (IP65)
2 independent MPPT trackers
Built-in DC disconnect switch
Built-in PV string fuse protection
Built-in AC and DC surge arresters
20.5kW PV solar array

Kit components:








ABB TRIO-20.0-TL-OUTD-S2X-400 inverter
Jinko Solar JKM320PP-72 solar modules
Tile roof panel mounting kit
AC and DC cables
PV connectors
AC Circuit breaker
Earthing and lightning protection

System calculations are based on a tiled roof, with panels mounted in a north facing direction and
following the slope of the roof, using the average sun-hours in South Africa. Minimal changes are made
to the existing distribution board.

ABB TRIO-27.6-TL-OUTD-S2X-400
This is a 27.6kW, three-phase, PV grid-tie inverter system. Energy generated from the sun is fed directly
into the house/building's internal electrical grid during the day. This system can be paired with up to 32
similar ABB grid-tie inverter systems, increasing the solar power output capacity. This system can also be
connected to the ABB power management unit, to regulate the solar power output of the inverter and to
stop excess solar power from feeding back into the national grid.
System features:










Three-phase, 27.6kW AC output
Estimated daily energy production of 130.9kWh (electrical energy units)
Requires 180m2 of roof space
Inverter can be mounted outside (IP65)
2 independent MPPT trackers
Built-in DC disconnect switch
Built-in PV string fuse protection
Built-in AC and DC surge arresters
28.8kW PV solar array

Kit components:








ABB TRIO-27.6-TL-OUTD-S2X-400 inverter
Jinko Solar JKM320PP-72 solar modules
Tile roof panel mounting kit
AC and DC cables
PV connectors
AC Circuit breaker
Earthing and lightning protection

System calculations are based on a tiled roof, with panels mounted in a north facing direction and
following the slope of the roof, using the average sun-hours in South Africa. Minimal changes are made
to the existing distribution board.

ABB PRO-33.0-TL-OUTD-SX-400
This is a 33kW, three-phase, PV grid-tie inverter system. Energy generated from the sun is fed directly into
the building's internal electrical grid during the day. This inverter is more suited to commercial and
industrial applications than the housing industry. Multiples of this system can be paired to increase the
solar output power. The PRO-33.0-TL-OUTD-SX-400 does not work with the ABB power management unit.
System features:










Three-phase, 33kW AC output
Estimated daily energy production of 152.7kWh (electrical energy units)
Requires 210m2 of roof space
Inverter can be mounted outside (IP65)
Single MPPT tracker
Built-in DC disconnect switch
Built-in PV string fuse protection
Built-in DC surge arresters
33.6kW PV solar array

Kit components:








ABB PRO-33.0-TL-OUTD-SX-400 inverter
Jinko Solar JKM320PP-72 solar modules
Tile roof panel mounting kit
AC and DC cables
PV connectors
AC Circuit breaker
Earthing and lightning protection

System calculations are based on a tiled roof, with panels mounted in a north facing direction and
following the slope of the roof, using the average sun-hours in South Africa. Minimal changes are made
to the existing distribution board.

ABB PVI-PMU
The ABB power management unit (PMU) is used to regulate the solar power output of the inverter system
connected to it, the PMU can ultimately stop excess solar power from feeding back into the national grid
which is against the law in some areas.
System features:




Works on single- and three-phase ABB inverter systems
Can control up to 32 ABB PV string inverters
Uses 4-20 mA analog input signal

Kit components:








ABB PVI-PMU
24VAC power supply
ABB M2M network analyser
ABB CM30 process controller
AC cables
Communication cables
IP65 enclosure

The ABB PVI-PMU is required to prevent ABB string inverters from feeding energy back into the grid.
Minimal changes are made to the existing distribution board. For a quote specific to your needs, please
feel free to contact Power Plant Electrical Technologies.

